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About This Game

There is no exception to the rule - only balls with a heart can enter the Haven, and others, well... others have to move on. It was
your turn to get your heart and be allowed in when the stamping machine stopped. Your only choice to join your kind is to prove

your worth by finding enough hearts to refill and restart the machine. On your path, there are deadly falls to avoid, dangerous
traps to evade, mind-bending puzzles to solve, and maze-like levels to traverse. But all is not grim, for there are shiny gems to

collect, hidden puzzle pieces to find, and trapped friends to help. Perhaps there is another way to prove your courage?

The Little Ball That Could is a marble platformer with exploration and speed-run elements, inspired by Marble Madness,
Manic Marble, Super Monkey Ball and Marble Blast. However, unlike its predecessors, TLBTC is not only about going as fast

as you can - instead, you'll need to use your wits if you want to make it through its many non-linear levels and deadly traps.

FEATURES

 Roll through 120 large, non-linear levels spread across 5 beautiful low-poly worlds.

 Test your speed, precision and curiosity in over 9 hours of increasingly challenging gameplay.

 Take part in a minimalist story and unlock an alternative ending by saving trapped friends.

 Unlock beautiful ball skins using puzzle pieces, and try out fun powers that will let you play the game in radically
different ways.
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 Use the checkpoints and level skips to progress through the game without frustration.

 Experience the best platforming action with our tight, physics-based controls - you'll have a blast whether you prefer to
play using the keyboard or a controller.

WORKS GREAT ON STEAM

 Complete fun achievements

 Compete on the leaderboards for the best level times

 Enjoy the game in Big Picture mode

 Save your game on the Steam Cloud

 Play it on Windows, Mac or Linux
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Title: The Little Ball That Could
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
NaissusWorks
Publisher:
NaissusWorks
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (32-bit/64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core2Duo E4500 2.2GHz (or equivalent dual-core processor)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6450 (or equivalent card with 1GB of memory)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,Italian,German
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hate. the little ball that could download apk. the little ball that could

Wailing Heights...
Some quick personal thoughts:

I managed to complete it on my first run, without actually cheating much (i did check for a quick guide one time tho) due to
getting myself stuck because i was trying to do just a few too many things at once really.
It's not for everyone because of the setting and pace this game has, however to me personally it was something new and that's
why i bought, played and enjoyed it until completion.
The game has a nice artsy cartoony look to it and the story is nicely written with lot's of animations, spoken texts, comical
humour and plenty of nice tunes to boot.
Never have i personally encountered any game breaking bugs, crashes or corrupted save files or anything. At some rare
occasions i did however notice some glitches here and there but nothing that broke down the game.
Overall i am happy to have bought and played the game for over 10 hours (i got more than my moneys worth for it) so i will
gladly reccomend this to everyone who has a real open mind for such slow paced narrative driven point on click games.

My personal score 7/10. Make sure to get the beta oculus support. Fun game on the Rift!. This game can be 0-100 stress. But
still fun.. Quick action, quick smashing, one hit-point.. This game is  nice  and  2D ...reminds me of Contra because its a little
bit alike to Contra, this game is fun but its  difficult  for me.... Okay so I was looking at free to play games and i saw this pop
up. I looked at the screenshots and BOOM, a WAVE of nostalgia hit me. Staying up till 4 in the morning playing this POS game
on my extra POS windows xp laptop. Let me say that this game should be played for nostalgia purposes only. If you havent
played this before, it wont be fun now, trust me
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An enjoyable story with very likable characters. I highly recommend this to anyone who finds the title interesting at a glance. I
went in with no knowledge or expectations and came out with many laughs and smiles, and even a few bruised feels.

Don't let all the opinionated negatively down play it too much. For an indie visual novel made by two people, I say they did a
fantastic job. 8/10. Nice small VN in AliceWonderlands setting I enjoied playing with my younger sister.
On the plus side:
- Story is interesting and coherent to initial book atmosphere
- Graphics are fair for the genre
Cons:
Battle is not my fruit here
Scaling of text is kind of unusual
Clicking only on buttons rather than whole screen seems strange.

Overall, nice experiecne.. Thank you for making the game avaliable here, this was one of my first ever strategy games, and I
have to say, it's still awesome as it was :D.

Sweet childhood!. An extremely fun game for those who want to get rid of their poker fix. It isn't too serious and games can be
paused, left and resumed any time.
I have always been a fan of Governor of Poker games; both 1 and 2 as they are light hearted. I would recommend this to any
who has a poker itch that they want to scratch from time to time.

My Rating 3/5. The Good:
- Gameplay: The ability to speed up and slow down both the ball and your paddle individually adds a unique twist to the
gameplay. The ball physics seem pretty good.
- Variety: There are power ups and you can hold two at a time. There is pretty good level/enemy variety.
- Genre/Theme: There really aren't too many games quite like this. There is an old sega genesis game called Devilish that this
reminds me of in the sense that it's a break-out style game with a horror theme.

The Bad:
- Art: The in-game art is good, but the cutscene art could really use some polishing.
- Writing: The writing is also pretty bad as some other reviews have noted. Often better to skip through...

All together a decent game especially considering it was made by one guy.. An excellent defense game with heavy RPG
elements.

Gameplay consists of enemies appearing from the right side of the screen, and you summoning spirits to prevent them from
reaching the left side. The spirits you summon are short-lived, so you constantly have to summon new spirits to keep up with
appearing enemies. You can pause the game anytime (except on highest difficulty), allowing you to plan your defense precisely.

As mentioned in the opening line, Winged Sakura has extensive RPG elements as well. Each spirit has level that increases as the
spirit participates in battles, and can equip its personal weapon and an accessory from a fairly large list. Equipment\u2019s
quality can be improved by both finding or crafting higher-tier versions of the item, or upgrading existing item (and as upgrade
cost raises with item\u2019s tier, upgrading lower-tier items is often a preferable alternative to getting higher-tier items).

The story is very interesting, and cutscenes are done in anime style, with beautiful character art. Both cutscenes and battle art is
very good in general, as can be seen on screenshots.

I recommend Winged Sakura to all fans of defense games, doubly so if they like anime style as well!
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